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The world we knew is gone. The world of commerce and frivolous necessity has been replaced by a

world of survival and responsibility. An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe,

causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months society has crumbled: no

government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no cable TV. In a world ruled by the dead, the

survivors are forced to finally start living. Rick. Ezekiel. Gregory. Negan. Each man holds the fate of

their community in their hands... and WAR is on the horizon! This volume collects THE WALKING

DEAD #109-114, the prelude to ALL OUT WARâ€”the epic battle that will change the world of THE

WALKING DEAD for years to come
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gathering a little more steam than volume 18, this trade volume of the Walking Dead ramps up the

power struggle between Rick and Negan. It's full of intense moments and closer looks at characters

that were glossed over before. In my opinion the War storyline is probably the best in the book's run

so far.

Over a 100 issues in the series, Kirkman continues to keep things interesting and readers on their

toes. The title of this volume is very fitting, March To War. I will not give much away as the joy of

reading Walking Dead for me is anticipating what comes next.The first half of the volume primarily

focuses on Rick and his people along with those from the Hilltop and the Kingdom coming together



as they plan and prepare for war against Negan and the Saviors. A much needed back story for

Ezekiel is provided during this part. Kirkman assures things never stay calm for long though. The

second half of the book is an exciting page burner climaxing with a confrontation between Negan

and Rick. Predictable in parts but still a joy to read. Considering how Volume 19 ends, the next

volume promises to be all out war.It wasn't the best volume but still a pleasurable way to spend an

hour. Walking Dead continues to be one of the best comic series. I recommend this volume for any

Walking Dead comic fan and can't wait to see what comes next in Volume 20.

The art is fantastic as always. The story is getting bad, though. Volume 18 was silly enough with the

psychotic, potty-mouthed surfer-talking lunatic dropping f-bombs every other word (which really gets

annoying when reading). Now we have a guy worshiped as a king who apparently rules his

"kingdom" with a wild animal as a pet by his side. I'm not sure why, but I thought of Cherry 2000 with

the continually-extending absurdity of the post-apocalypse world one-upping itself over and over. In

short, so long "graphic novel", hello "comic". Big turnoff to me. If you're reading this, you've invested

a lot of time following Rick and company over the years. That means you're pretty much committed

to continue reading into the future, but you should know the story jumps the shark in this

volume.This volume drags on with a build-up to "the war". There are some interesting parts that I

honestly enjoyed, but the overall story is so over-the-top silly, it's hard to stay in it. New characters

are introduced in the matter of a couple panels and that's it. There's no attempt to build any interest

in them nor tell their back-story; I couldn't care less whether they live or die. They're just plot

devices for the remaining handful of characters that have survived the series to this point.

I've purchased all volumes up to 22 and the TV show has just about caught up to wear I am in the

novels. These books are friggen awesome. I don't read much and my buddy lent me VOL 1 after he

knew I liked the show. Well, I burned through the first one and then just went on a tear buying 4

volumes at a time...the price is pretty good for what you get out of these. $9-$15 is the range I've

paid per novel, I'm not sure why they aren't the same but anyways, I keep buying them none the

less. The story was written before the TV Show and the show follows the story but there is some

differences. The written story is more violent and graphic then the tv show but the tv show does a

decent job of sticking with main ideas. I've noticed that certain plot things that happen in the book

also happen in the show but there is a unique twist like a different character it happens to or

something like that. Which makes reading these volumes great cuz I have some idea of where the

story is going (after having watched all tv episodes) but there are still surprises. If you like the TV



show and haven't read these, give it a try and you will get a whole new experience of the Walking

Dead story. I'm putting this same review under every volume I've purchased (1-22) so people can

see it. go buy these!

The conflict between Rick and Negan has been going towards full-blown conflict for the last two

trades of THE WALKING DEAD, but now, with Volume 19, titles "March to War", it seems like that

we were finally going to get the conflict that the fans been clamoring for.Alas, that is not to be.This

volume is more about character building and a really tense stand-off and some very scary moments

for the few remaining members of Rick's original group. Aside from Kirkman's smart writing and

Charlie Adlard continuing to do incredible work on this title, the whole thing seems like a bit of a

tease to me. The suspense seems to be building for too long, and more than anything, I'm afraid

that it's losing momentum. It's almost as if Kirkman likes the idea of Negan and how he

out-Governors The Governor in his sheer vulgarity and psychopathy and he just wants him to

remain part of this world for as long as he can before giving him (or someone else) up.Kirkman's big

about subverting expectations, but I don't know if drawing this out much longer will help or hurt the

flow.

This is another solid edition to The Walking Dead saga, a step above what has taken place in the

last couple of volumes. There are some surprises in this volume-a few neat twists that keep you on

your toes. At the same time, there is the danger that Negan, who is as much of a homicidal maniac

as the Governor was, will follow the same path. There have been, and still are, enough changes

with how Rick has been playing this one out-realizing how much he needs not just his close circle of

long time survivors to support him, but other friends both older and newer to join together to not only

go to war, but to insure there is something left that they are fighting for after the smoke clears. While

this is another volume that is building up rather than bringing everything to a head, it has plenty of

action and makes clear that Volume 20 will likely be one of the most explosive volumes to date.

Kirkman and company continue to keep this series intriguing and I keep wondering how much

longer they can do that. But so far, so good.
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